
GUIDED 
READING

Have the guided reading prompting 
guide open on your desk to the level 
of the students, and choose the 
appropriate prompt from the 
prompting guide.
Lean in to prompt one student's 
word-solving struggles then lean 
back out to listen to errors in the 
whole group,, then lean in again with 
the next student who is struggling.
 Have note taking binder open and 
take notes on whether students are 
self-correcting without being 
prompted. Note other reading 
behaviors you may observe.

During Reading

Select a reading skill or standard based on the struggles 
revealed  in the data- use the prompting guide!  
Select a text that allows students to practice the 
identified skill 
Plan for words that may be unfamiliar to students 
Script the appropriate prompts from the prompting 
guide into your lesson 
Design critical thinking questions that align to the 
reading focus  

Pre Work and Planning

Set the Reading Focus 
During the book introduction: 
- use concise language to state the 
reading focus and how you apply it 
- Ask students to state their purpose 
for reading  
-Model the word solving strategies 
students will need the most. 
-For first grade students and beyond, 
let them generate the preview 
themselves. 

Before Reading

When students stumble

After Reading
"Tell me what happened in the  (story/chapter) as if I've never read it before"

When the student reaches a natural break in the retell, call on another student to 

continue; repeat the process to include as many students as possible.

Prompt students to include key reading focus within their retell.

Infuse inference and critical thinking questions within the retell.

Roll back: 
"You said

____"

"Read through
the word"

"Does that
make

sense?"

"Get
your

mouth
ready"



Don't Forget

Guidance on Groups

Habits of Discussion- students build off of each other and talk to members of 

their group instead of to the teacher.

Implement turn and talk.

Prompt students to give complete responses.

Have students name the comprehension strategy they used to help them 

 understand.

Lean in as students read instead of having students "round robin" read.. 

Students are grouped based on their assessed reading levels 

(istation/DRA/EDL/Achieve 3000)

Groups not larger than 6

Students spend the majority of the time in the group reading

Student reading behaviors and growth are recorded in a pensive binder

The lowest tiered group is seen daily and other groups are scheduled in 

accordance with level/need 


